Exercises for Lessons 4 to 6

Match the numbers of the questions on this page to the correct answers on the opposite page.

1. The belief that lower kinds of animals developed into higher kinds, all by themselves, is called: (put a numeral 1 next to the correct answer)
2. On days 5 and 6 God created the living souls. Which living souls are the most unlike man? (put a numeral 2 next to the correct answer)
3. What are the 3 kinds of land animals God created on day six? (put number 3 on 3 answers)
4. Leviticus 17:11 tells us that the life (or soul) of an animal is in its:
5. God created Adam in His:
6. In Paradise, Adam was God’s:
7. The seventh day of creation was a picture of the perfect rest of:
8. What was the name of the tree Adam and Eve might not eat of?
9. Whom did the devil tempt first?
10. Adam and Eve died spiritually, in their hearts, because “to live apart from God is . . .”

Turn to Revelation 22:1-5 and find three things which God promises in His heavenly Paradise. Write them on the lines below.

1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________

Discuss in class what it must have been like to live in a sinless garden, without death.
Did plants ever rot? Did trees drop their leaves and get new ones? Did the animals fight?